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Abstract: Active buildings can be briefly described as smart buildings with distributed and renewable
energy resources able to energise other premises in their neighbourhood. As their energy capacity
is significant, they can provide ancillary services to the traditional power grid. As such, they can
be a worthy target of cyber-attacks potentially more devastating than if targeting traditional smart
buildings. Furthermore, to handshake energy transfers, they need additional communications that
add up to their attack surface. In such a context, security analysis would benefit from collection of
cyber threat intelligence (CTI). To facilitate the analysis, we provide a base active building model
in STIX in the tool cyberaCTIve that handles complex models. Active buildings are expected to
implement standard network security measures, such as intrusion-detection systems. However, to
timely respond to incidents, real-time detection should promptly update CTI, as it would significantly
speed up the understanding of the nature of incidents and, as such, allow for a more effective response.
To fill this gap, we propose an extension to the tool cyberaCTIve with a web service able to accept
(incursion) feeds in real-time and apply the necessary modifications to a STIX model of interest.

Keywords: cyber threat intelligence; situational awareness; structured cyber-attack representations;
cyber-security; smart grid; cyber-physical systems; active buildings

1. Introduction

The modern electrical grid, or smart grid, constantly evolves to offer an increasing
variety of services that the traditional grid could not [1–3]. Such services sustain resi-
dential customers, business activities, and industrial organisations in an unprecedented
scale. Smart buildings play a key role in the smart grid [4], as not only do they consume
energy as traditional buildings, but they also produce (and store) energy from renewable
sources. A great deal of smart grid infrastructure elements is exposed, however, to constant
malicious activity [5–8]. With the strengthening of security measures, also cyber-attacks
have augmented in depth, breadth, intensity, and sophistication [5,9]. These incursions
have the potential of corrupting and disturbing systems, exposing users’ confidential data,
and causing significant damage or financial loss, particularly when adversaries coordinate
skill and effort in variable length campaigns [10–12], e.g., load changing or state-sponsored
attacks. The operational status of infrastructures is monitored and controlled through
services adopting Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices over public and private domains in
wired or wireless modes [6]. An important service is remote control; its spread adoption
translates to a growth of interconnected cyber-physical systems (CPSs). One example
of a CPS is the smart grid where power managers implement dynamic load responses
for different energy profiles to balance supply and demand [13] that provides stability,
reliability, and resilience to stakeholders [14]. Such smart components were studied in
the literature employing stochastic programming, deep learning, robust hub management,
and economical models [15–18]. Moreover, the assessment of threats in such systems is
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traditionally collected as cyber threat intelligence (CTI) [19], also termed information security
threat intelligence, or ISTI; however, we shall use CTI throughout this work.

Over time, business incentives, lower prices, and greater trust in renewable energy
are convincing consumers to convert to prosumers, i.e., entities acting as both consumers
and producers. One observes a high penetration of renewable generation devices such as
solar roof-top photovoltaic or wind turbines combined with incentives to drive electric
vehicles [20,21]. Future prosumers will plug their generators directly in the distribution
grids and (indirectly) assist the wider grid with ancillary services, such as frequency
balancing [22] and grid stability. In this paper, we focus on a special type of prosumers,
active buildings, that “sustain a country’s energy infrastructure” [23] and are deployed in
conjunction with electrical power grids. An active building can be seen as a CPS, or an
organised assembling of multiple CPSs, with capabilities to distribute energy, or exchange
energy with other active buildings, potentially selling it at different prices. They could
function as individual power stations, supporting the wider grid and the local domain
where they are located, implementing the notion of “buildings as power stations” [4,24].
Active buildings are not only different from traditional smart buildings and microgrids
from an energetic perspective, but also from a cybersecurity perspective: indeed, Figure 1
illustrates how additional communication and power links need to be setup [25,26].
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Figure 1. Active buildings have a different energy profile; they also exchange power with other
entities, and the corresponding handshake to establish all the parameters of the energy transfer
requires additional communications. Adapted from Fosas et al. [27].

Communication links are used to handshake sessions of bidirectional energy transfers
that will physically flow due to dedicated power links. Such links can be indeed targeted
by cyber attacks with the purpose of taking advantages in the energy market [7]. With
respect to the energy market in microgrids, we mention the work of Dasgupta et al. [28] that
identified potential cyber-attacks in such systems as well as implications to smart grids. On
the same line, and conversely to what happens in microgrids, the production or storage of
energy lies in the same physical infrastructure as consumers; thus, control communications
in active buildings can be exchanged through the existing network channel of the building.

Different organisations may manage these communicating active buildings. We as-
sume a context where, as a system gets eventually compromised, security officers will
share CTI across pertaining trusted organisations that can benefit from using such knowl-
edge to deter impending cyber-attacks. This exchange of CTI highlights the importance
of effectively describe, report, and share it by using standardised and structured formats
comprehensible by analysts across diverse disciplines. One of the most popular standard
format used by cybersecurity analysts is STIXTM (Structured Threat Information eXpres-
sion) [29]. STIX allows to describe, visualise, and share CTI models to support richer and
wider cyber-attack narratives to explain ongoing incursions. As such, the complexity and
the number of attack vectors, as well as their capacity to harm, is higher than regular smart
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buildings in microgrids. Such additional complexity reflects to models that hinder the
effectiveness of timely responses to incidents.

To tame such complexity, we model a basic scenario to manage CTI in the context of
active buildings. We used the tool cyberaCTIve [30] to create and manage our model. The
model can be exported and it is fully compliant to the STIX format, so other tools can easily
manipulate it. We have chosen this tool as it implements a timeline that can be used for
real-time analysis, where an analyst could inspect the chain of events and then try to reason
about the progression of cyber-attacks, or other anomalies that require attention from the
cybersecurity perspective. However, changes to the model in cyberaCTIve are manual, so
the effectiveness of the timeline is restricted. To make it effective, we extended the tool with
a service that accepts security feeds from (automated) external sources, such as intrusion
detection systems (IDS). So, if an IDS detects a cyber attack, it can automatically augment
the CTI with such knowledge and notify security officers, who can then promptly intervene
and share their information with security officers in adjacent buildings. Next, we highlight
our paper contributions:

• we survey on solutions on how to integrate CTI directly into active buildings as well
as any cyber-physical system that produces output data relevant to analysis;

• an overview of literature on CTI, discussing shortcomings and advantages of its use
and measures on how to best integrate indicators of anomalies, expert opinions, threat
agents, and so forth, into standardised models (here, described using STIX);

• we provide a comprehensive discussion on cybersecurity prospects of active buildings,
differentiating them from smart buildings and highlighting the additional datasets
that are produced and how to leverage them using CTI;

• we exemplify the use of an auxiliary tool called cyberaCTIve to assist the process
of identifying intelligence items and storing in a specialised information system
to support sharing and understanding about cyber-attack progression and timely
defences against malicious incursions; and

• we give an in-depth analysis on how to integrate cybersecurity in early phases of any
active building proposition, showing the novel range of services and systems that they
aggregate into the attack surface and how to cope with CTI under these considerations.

We organise our paper as follows. In Section 2, we discuss active buildings and CTI.
In Section 3, we detail our base model for active buildings in STIX, whereas in Section 4,
we discuss our proposition and outline advantages and trade-offs. We end the paper on
Section 5 with our conclusion and future work.

2. Cyber Threat Intelligence and Active Buildings

Threat intelligence is knowledge collected with the purpose of responding to incidents
due to malicious adversaries (our focus), hazards, or faults. Thus, such knowledge includes
context, mechanisms, technologies, entities, campaigns and mitigations that can be used
by security experts to avoid or respond to similar incidents in the future. It has been
long observed that data, information, knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom are interre-
lated concepts that play a crucial role toward an effective system analysis [31]. Recent
advances introduced the terminology cyber threat intelligence (CTI) [19,32] to encompass
information technologies.

In the real world, CTI holds value to enterprises wishing to enlarge the analysis
scope when considering cyber-attacks. We mention the SANS Institute (SANS is a US
institute and the acronym stands for SysAdmin, Audit, Network, and Security.) report
tackling how it is employed by organisations [33]. They noticed an increase in interest
over the years; however, stakeholders comment on the need of expanding use cases to
enhance how to understand the CTI benefit and security posture gains. The analysis also
discussed on the need for improving report automation and ways of enlarging adoption by
government-sponsored groups, private sector, and industry-focused groups, to name a few
of their findings.
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CTI does not enjoy a solid, established, standardised, or recognised format to store in-
telligence. Examples of data sources [33] combine technical, human, and internal domains,
and the knowledge could be both structured and unstructured [19,34]. This naturally raises
concerns about the quality of CTI-based feeds: indeed, it is a topic of wide interest [35,36];
Tundis et al. [37], for instance, investigated automated assessment of sources and computed
a relevance score index to reduce the time needed to verify gathered intelligence. Another
task on the same line is that of assessing and evaluating data made available from various
sources: open (publicly available) CTI feeds, data from security vendors, industry reports
on vulnerabilities, open-source intelligence (OSINT) reports [38], security data extracted
from IDS or firewall, data from the security, information, and event management (SIEM)
platform, incident response systems, and network traffic and flow logs, to mention a few.
Ramsdale et al. [39] conducted a comparative analysis of threat intelligence sources, high-
lighting structured standards such as STIX [29], Trusted Automated Exchange of Indicator
Information (TAXIITM) [40], and Cyber Observable eXpression (CybOXTM) [41,42].

CTI is undoubtedly a valuable instrument for the protection of cyber-physical sys-
tems [19]. A complex CPS can comprise many devices, interlinked through either power or
communication lines, or both and in manifolds, e.g., an IoT device can be connected to the
power line as well as to the Internet through a cable, a WiFi, and a mobile data connection.
The more elements constitute a CPS, the bigger is its attack surface exposed to cyber attacks,
and that translates to a higher amount of information collected as CTI. One example of
such complex system is active buildings.

2.1. Active Buildings

Active buildings are an emerging technology having a special role in the transition to
a sustainable energy infrastructure and a decarbonised society [27]. They are not traditional
smart buildings, as, conversely, active buildings communicate with other peers not only
for coordination purposes but also for exchanging energy among them [43]. Thus, they
can energise not only their own premises but also their surrounding peers without the
intervention of the conventional power grid. Active buildings employ intelligent sensing
and information systems to enhance power quality [44,45] and make prompt decisions
to support the main grid’s national infrastructure and promote near-zero energy [46–48].
Figure 2 shows an overview of the devices within the active building offering, that must be
taken into account as potential attack vectors in cybersecurity analyses. From the cyber-
security perspective, the additional services brought by active buildings would provide
further incentives to perform attacks. Furthermore, their effect can be devastating on the
security of the power grid. Being the power grid a critical infrastructure, the increased
purposes for carrying out an attack to an active building incentivise malicious entities to
perpetrate an attack.

Active buildings need not be a single large smart building with energy distribution
capabilities. For example, a collection of residential houses equipped with static batteries
may be controlled to synchronously act like active buildings. Residents will plug their
electric vehicles into smart charging stations, several smart home appliances such as smart
plugs, sensors, alarm systems, surveillance systems, dishwashers, air conditioning, and so
on. Energy trading, albeit an interesting feature, will be considered after the core business
propositions on active buildings have been addressed. Clearly, an oversimplification of
active buildings models translates to a reduction of the CTI taken into consideration, which
would make a security analysis ineffective, and so the related incident responses.
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Figure 2. Overview of a tentative architecture and most likely devices that managers will deploy for
enacting the active building business proposition.

The complexity of cyber-attack types potentially affecting active buildings is increased
from their ability to generate and consume locally without ever disconnecting from the
main (conventional) grid, de facto acting as (part of) a microgrid. Microgrids usually operate
in low-voltage distribution grids or in active distribution networks [49]. An example of an
issue in these contexts could be forcing prosumers to use the main grid instead of using
the services provided by active buildings. An adversary might exploit vulnerabilities of
smart meters or smart chargers to carry out such attacks. We do not cover all aspects of
cybersecurity but provide enough elements to appreciate the complexity of CTI in active
buildings. With the same aim, Figure 3 shows an overview of data sources that is generally
required to readily review for assessing cybersecurity in the context of active buildings.
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Figure 3. Common CTI sources for assessing cybersecurity concerns in non-trivial infrastructure.

A comprehensive knowledge of cybersecurity in the context of active buildings, micro-
grids, and cyber-physical systems is fundamental for an effective CTI model of a real scenario.

Cybersecurity of Active Buildings

There is also preoccupation with data handling throughout active buildings, protecting
stakeholders from improper use, and caring about privacy concerns. Active buildings
present a large attack surface to protect where adversaries might seek to disturb these ele-
ments and provoke chaos, intercept/eavesdrop/delay communications, steal/divert power
for financial gains, or exfiltrate data (for ransom or other malicious reasons). Cybersecurity
should adapt to emerging technologies that will be attached to active buildings’ operation
as well as agnostic regarding telecommunication protocols deployed. Timely and regular
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vulnerability assessment will prioritise key devices into the cybersecurity posture and act
on preparedness to withstand most common threats to tackle cyber-attacks.

This equipment will run embedded software that are highly susceptible of cyber-
attacks. These devices correspond to both low and high wattage power spectra, from
lightweight (e.g., for lighting) to energy-hungry (e.g., for lifts). Under active buildings’
infrastructure, attack detection will play a significant role for determining and thwarting
malicious interventions. This is true in long term incursions such as advanced persistent
threats [50,51] that are hard to perceive and may cause massive damage and financial
loss to stakeholders. Active buildings will provide seamless and flexible power provision
for stakeholders that will see clear advantages and incentives to step forward towards
transitioning to active propositions.

Given its reduced scale, microgrids are more susceptible to cyber-attacks. They em-
ploy fewer contingencies to tackle imbalances in frequency due to differences in supply-
demand [10,12]. The wider grid, on the other hand, has several physical security measures
to withstand even disproportionate imbalances that may occur (for various reasons). For
instance, standardisation institutes such as the North American Electric Reliability Corpo-
ration (NERC—US) and the European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection
(EPCIP) proposed strict security measures and contingencies for electric power systems.
For example, they are designed to withstand so called (N − 1) single contingency criterion
to enforce reliability constraints, making the system withstand a single failure to remain
operating. Refer to NERC Standard 51—http://www.nerc.com (accessed on 15 May 2022).

It is under investigation how to efficiently deploy active buildings and equip it with
intelligent and flexible demand response features that could prevent cyber-attacks from
scaling over the localised network. For example, Yankson and Ghamkhari [52] have studied
how the energy system may influence power provision and even thwart load changing
attacks altogether. Another way is to profit from smaller-scale data generation (far less
than what is generated in the wider grid) and inspect anomalies and customer usage peaks
to identify, confirm, and differentiate over-use from cyber-attacks. There is an abundance
of work on detecting faults for grid-connected photovoltaic power systems [53,54] using
varied techniques such as on-line fault detection or failure diagnosis [55–57].

2.2. Cybersecurity and CTI in Active Buildings

Without going into many details, we summarise what kind of CTI and CTI sources we ex-
pect that active buildings will inherit or reuse from related technologies. There is a wealth of con-
tributions on cybersecurity of smart grids [5,58], microgrids [25,26,59,60], in IoT [6], and smart
metering [61] that can directly apply for active buildings. Zografopoulos et al. [62] discussed
cybersecurity issues, threat modelling, and risk assessments in so called cyber-physical
energy systems (CPES), again strongly relatable to active buildings. Kavallieros et al. [63]
discussed threats, actors, and cyber-attacks across domains citing databases, methodologies,
and threat related taxonomies and frameworks. Common protective measures such as
cybersecurity awareness, risk communication, networking firewalls, and IDS across levels
in home/building management systems. In business/enterprise levels, analysts depend on
accurate measurements and historic data to perform medium/long planning efforts. We
suggest further reading about the cybersecurity underpinnings behind the active buildings
from Czekster et al. [64], where its authors detail a roadmap for tackling cyber-attacks in
this architecture.

To appreciate some of the knowledge that one could find inspecting CTI on active
buildings, we describe some of the known vulnerabilities that have been found across
the years on the fields which they extend or can be a part of. Previous work discussed
malicious interventions in power grids and industrial control systems (ICS) over the
years [65]. ICSs are particular CPSs allowing remote, automated control of industrial sys-
tems. Those incursions caused extensive damage and financial losses, sometimes blacking
out entire regions or incapacitating information systems. As an example, the Stuxnet
malware acquired the control of nuclear facilities in Iran and induced physical damages to

http://www.nerc.com
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turbines with catastrophic damage [66–70]. Another malicious incursion called BlackEn-
ergy [71,72] employed DoS attacks in SCADA systems in ICS. Furthermore, the Industroyer
or Crashoverride [73,74] also targeted ICS as a malware that corrupted switches, breakers,
and substation communication protocols and was responsible for a power grid failure in
Ukraine. The Dragonfly [75] allowed adversaries to access and gain unauthorised control
over critical systems whereas Wannacry [76,77] targeted information systems at health-
care facilities (mostly hospitals), banks, and universities and demanded ransomware so
administrators could resume operations. More recently, the Trisis [78] malware successfully
attacked equipment employed in energy, oil, and gas control systems. Other research
dealt with a combined analysis of BlackEnergy, Crashoverride, and Trisis [79], whereas
Hemsley et al. [80] discussed the history of ICS cyber incidents.

There are significant initiatives to deal with the above malicious incursions. MITRE,
a US based organisation, has developed the adversarial tactics, techniques, and common
knowledge (ATT&CK®) framework [81] and defined ‘matrices’ (namely enterprise and
mobile domains) to help stakeholders understand the tactics, techniques, and procedures
(TTP) deployed by attackers. MITRE has also introduced a similar initiative for apply-
ing ATT&CK to industrial control systems (ICS) called ATT&CK for ICS [82], due to
observed particularities in these systems. The ATT&CK framework superseded the CAPEC
(Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification) [83], and we witness academic
and industrial partners engaging with reporting efforts to mitigate cyber-attacks. The
framework is a valuable resource to help security officers to counteract cyber-attacks with
threat-informed defences. ATT&CK differs from classic Cyber Kill Chain® [84] pioneered
by Lockheed Martin [85] in the sense that it identifies and maps adversarial actions that
could happen without any order. Kwon et al. [86] has created a method for translating
ATT&CK matrix threats directly into NIST’s cybersecurity framework. This clearly shows
the need to cross-reference models altogether helping cybersecurity experts in their tasks.

Other data sources could employ design level techniques such as automatic cryp-
tographic protocol language generators [87] or it could come from public databases
of software vulnerability. An example is the Common Vulnerability Scoring System
(CVSS) [88] that combines efforts with the US National Vulnerability Database (NVD)—
https://nvd.nist.gov/ (accessed on 15 May 2022). The NVD uses CVSS to track, score,
document, and describe details about discovered vulnerabilities reported by industrial
partners and individuals. Computing a scoring system that is vouched by the cybersecurity
expert community is invaluable for practitioners, since the numeric index provides a notion
on severity and the vulnerability impact on the infrastructure. We mention also that the
MITRE Corporation, in cooperation with the NIST and the NVD, maintains the Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) database—https://cve.mitre.org/ (accessed on 15
May 2022).

Table 1 lists major developments over the years tackling novel research in cybersecu-
rity and CTI in CPS. It highlights a host of concepts, scope, and concerns and it comments
on the results’ achievements, methodology, and their novelty. The table also remarks the
set of key notions behind each approach thus enabling one to consider research gaps for
further exploration. According to Table 1, a plethora of data is potentially produced by the
elements encompassing the CPS to provide power services to stakeholders. One deficiency
is about the timely processing and analysis of relevant data to produce actionable analysis
artefacts for building managers and cybersecurity officers. Another aspect worth consider-
ing is to apply current state-of-the-art practices that have been proved to work and were
tested in several different infrastructure and learning from best approaches to incorporate
into novel architectures such as active buildings. There is also space for improving auxiliary
tools for creating and sharing gathered intelligence across trustful counterparts.

https://nvd.nist.gov/
https://cve.mitre.org/
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Table 1. Selected state-of-the-art of cybersecurity for leveraging CTI in CPS (including active buildings).

Reference Scope Concern Key Concept Approach Observation

[44,45] Active
buildings

Definition Decarbonisation Position Authors have commented on the role of
active buildings to support the wider grid.

[46–48] nZEB Frameworks Position Commentary on frameworks and discussion
of what entails nZEB buildings.

[53–55]

Microgrid

Fault detection Analysis Simulation
Discussion

Penetration of photo voltaic devices and
implications in microgrids, discussing
regulatory aspects and fault detection.

[56,57] Failure diagnosis Online diagnosis Data analysis Employed anomaly detection techniques
including machine support vectors.

[5,58]

Cybersecurity

Smart grid General Survey
Survey of surveys

Protective measures, techniques, models
and frameworks to support cybersecurity.

[64] Active buildings Roadmap Analysis Discussion of a roadmap to tackle
cybersecurity in active buildings.

[6,61]
[14,62]

Smart meters
IoT

Microgrid
CPES

Equipment Analysis

Protective measures to components in critical
infrastructure. Discussion on cybersecurity
guiding principles, methodologies, and
approaches to defend against attacks.

[65] ICS Grid Analysis Issues for protecting power grids.

[80] Analysis Historical Commentary on history of incidents.

[50,51] APT Analysis Detection Combating APTs in critical infrastructure.

[66–68,74]

Attacks

Stuxnet Analysis
Reporting

Detailed description of attacks to electrical
power grids involving large-scale ICS.

[73,75,76] ICS Analysis
Reporting

Other attacks in ICS and power grids with
large impact to customers and stakeholders.

[10,12] LCA Simulation Coordinated load changing attacks involving
swarms of infected IoT in high-wattage equip.

[19,32]

Cyber
Threat

Intelligence

Terminology Application Position
Survey

Survey of technical CTI and threat based
approaches to work with intelligence.

[63] Taxonomy Application Survey
Discussion on threats, actors, and cyber-
attacks across domains citing databases,
methodologies, and threat frameworks.

[33] Analysis Statistics Survey It shows how CTI adoption has changed over
the years as organisations became aware.

[37] Assessment Automation Analysis Authors have used meta-data to train
regression models for automation of sources.

[39] Comparisons Threats Analysis Analysis of threat intelligence sources
and standards (STIX, TAXII, CybOX).

[30] Tools Visual
front-end Implementation A visual front-end to cope with STIX-based

models and model management features.

3. A Base STIX Model for Active Buildings

Part of our effort is generating a tentative base STIX model that captures the most
peculiar parts of active buildings. We argue that even a real-world model would not be final,
as some parts would need continuous updates, e.g., the CTI database, adversarial behaviour
and feeds, as opposed to other parts that seldom (but still) change or are upgraded, e.g.,
the infrastructure. We show how even a base model for active building looks complicated
if illustrated by the traditional automated graph visualisers for STIX models; however, we
provide a (manually) simplified graph to effectively describe the components of our base
model. Alternatively, the same simplicity is offered by cyberaCTIve through its dashboard
view, where groups are clearly marked, as well as relations are organised in a way that do
not visually overlap and are much easier to manipulate. We discuss all these details later in
this section.
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As introduced above, an important point to consider is that practical models are not
supposed to be final, at least because CTI changes over time, e.g., new vulnerabilities
are found or new services or protocol versions are implemented. In particular, Figure 4
shows the continuous modelling effort for devising a comprehensive STIX model for active
buildings. This could be viewed as a cyclical process where cybersecurity officers consider
the infrastructure, the feeds, the intelligence, and the adversarial behaviours. The centre of
the figure shows the services of active buildings and what some key devices that it manages
to support their sustainable operation.
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Figure 4. Modelling effort for Active Buildings encompassing infrastructure, intelligence, and feeds,
all coupled with adversarial behaviours.

The rightmost part of Figure 4 highlights the potential attack surface of active build-
ings as well as the required STIX elements to compose a CTI solution that encompasses
the cyber-physical elements coupled with adversarial actions plus available intelligence
streams. Changes in infrastructure will demand low effort (only when new devices or
equipment ingress the network) whereas CTI-based information and adversarial behaviour
will necessitate continuous updating, to keep up with potential malicious incursions that
are documented in cybersecurity feeds or community reports.

Conscious that models cannot be final, we prepared a base model for active buildings
that at least captures all their peculiarities, in the sense that if elements are removed, then
it reduces to systems that are usually addressed differently. An example can be that of
removing a power generation source inside the building, e.g., solar panels; if removed, the
building would not have the capacity to provide energy to its neighbours (on average), as
opposed to what active buildings do.

Figures 5 and 6 shows the base STIX model for two active buildings cooperating as
energy agents exchanging contextual data and energy altogether (compared with how they
are drawn by the official STIX visualiser in Figure A1 in Appendix A). Future deployments
of active buildings should also address incorporating CTI feeds into this proposition, as it is
a valuable tool to thwart cyber-attacks in preparedness efforts and cybersecurity hardening
practices. The former shows a graph view from the official STIX visualizer, while the
latter is a simplified graph manually reconstructed to simplify its description. We shall
proceed explaining a representative model to study the incorporation of CTI into active
buildings. For this model, we will work with the following definitions for two active
buildings (namely Active Building#1 – AB#1 and Active Building#2 – AB#2 having
different components. For instance, AB#1 is called “Greenwich Building” with an EV charger
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station, whereas AB#2 is called “Woolwich Building”. Both active buildings have smart
meters and a solar array, reinforcing the concept that they share infrastructure elements
altogether. In terms of CTI, AB#1 has assigned a malicious campaign that uses a malware
from an APT group, whereas AB#2 has associated to the model some unusual data streams
(with network traffic objects).

Figure 5. Base STIX model for active building as a graph manually simplified aiming for an intuitive
representation. The arrows map relations among STIX elements.

Figure 6. Base STIX model for active buildings in the dashboard of cyberaCTIve.
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The STIX model shown in the figure details the infrastructure behind the active
buildings and it combines with CTI data and potential observed TTPs for a malicious actor
(in this example, by APT Group 1, a fictitious group that operates by installing malware
in smart buildings). It is worth noticing that this base example only shows basic elements
required to understand the possibilities enabled by the tool. Advanced analysis should
encompass the totality (or almost) of the attack surface and points that may be used by
cyber-attackers for exploring vulnerabilities.

Feed the Model with Real-Time CTI

Among the features of cyberaCTIve, one is to log modifications to the STIX model
as events in a timeline. This allows for basic forensic analysis on the model, e.g., in our
case the model of an active building. Unfortunately, cyberaCTIve [30] does not implement
any automation for feeding the model with real-time incidents. So, we extended the tool
to allow an external source of CTI to augment the STIX model (Observation: we shall
release this extension as open-source in due course, adjusting it to include a link to it in
the final version of this paper.). This is a critical improvement that would allow an IDS not
only notifying security officers but also to apply in real-time the incident into an existing
model of the active building. In this sense, the whole modelling architecture, i.e., the
web-app cyberaCTIve, the IDS and the notification system, can be seen as a digital twin of
the active building.

These data is used to represent a STIX model for active buildings. The actual imple-
mentation is provided as a web service, whose architecture is illustrated in Figure 7.

tokengeneratetoken

pre-sharedsecret time

STIX model

feedblacklistdatabase

REST web service Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

c←encrypt(token,feed)

tokenvaliditywindowframe

insecure channel

cyberaCTIve

token
generate token

feedvalid?

generatetokenfeed←decrypt(token,c)

feed

token generator

Figure 7. Architecture of the real-time feeder that extends cyberaCTIve.

The web service is a PHP implementation of a representational state transfer (REST)
service [89] with authentication. To do so, our web service extends the authentication
capabilities of cyberaCTIve to allow external devices (the IDS) to authenticate themselves
through lightweight encryption system based on a preshared password. Obviously, we do
not expect incursions (or faults) to happen at a high rate to justify a lightweight requirement.
However, one the most dangerous cyber attacks that undermines the availability of the
services (up to blackouts) are Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks. DoS attacks are often carried
out through flooding the (communication) network [90], that would much more likely
prevent a nonlightweight communication to be delivered. In conclusion, being the feeder a
lightweight protocol is a clear and significant advantage to get updates on such situations
as quickly as possible. A solid alternative would be to create a dedicated communica-
tion line between the feeder and cyberaCTIve, but this solution would require additional
expensive setup.

A token generation algorithm G : K × T → KT , where K denotes the space of all
valid (An administrator may ban low-entropy passwords, e.g., short or easy to crack by a
dictionary-based brute-force attack.) preshared keys, T the set of timestamps and KT the
set of valid tokens. Tokens will be used as ephemeral keys in a probabilistic symmetric
encryption scheme, whose encryption algorithm is E : KT × F → C, where F is the set of
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all feeds and C all the ciphertexts, and whose decryption algorithm is D : KT × C → F.
The encryption system need not to use strong tokens (with a high number of bits) as their
validity is used only to achieve authentication and they are refreshed frequently. In concrete,
they get refreshed much before than a brute-force attack would be successful.

The sequence diagram in Figure 7 shows that as soon as an incursion is detected, the
IDS generates a token k ← G(s, t) where s is the preshared secret between the IDS and
cyberaCTIve and t is the current timestamp in the IDS. The token k is used as an ephemeral
key to encrypt the feed c ← E(k, f ). The encrypted feed c is sent to cyberaCTIve through
the REST web service. Upon reception, the web service regenerates the token k′ ← G(s, t′),
with its current timestamp. We note that k′ = k only if the message is processed within the
allowed window frame. Additionally, it checks if the feed has already been processed (with
that token). This validity check is necessary if we want to avoid replay attacks. Importantly,
the time as measured by cyberaCTIve must be well synchronised with the time as measured
by the IDS (this can be done through a centralised time server that is easy to set up). Also,
an expected communication delay t̄ might be subtracted by the web service to reconstruct the
token, k← G(s, t′ − t̄). The validity of the token cannot be directly verified, but if the token
is incorrect, then its decryption with another token would generate a nonunderstandable
feed that would be invalid. Conversely if the token is correct, the right feed f ← D(k, c)
can be reconstructed. If the pair feed-token, ( f , k), is not in a database of processed feeds,
it means that is yet to be processed. Finally, the feed f can be safely sent to augment the
STIX model and the pair ( f , k) is stored into the database of processed feeds (that would
blacklist, hence invalidate, an eventual reception of the same feed twice).

Identical feeds can be processed only if the token is different: we notice that an
adversary should not be able to forge a new encrypted feed. This requires the encryption
system to leak negligible information over time; in particular, even an adversary should
not able to reconstruct tokens in those cases where the feed is known to the adversary (or
predictable upon a specific malicious action). Authentication is achieved as a valid token
can only be known by the IDS or the web service, and once a token is used for a feed, it
cannot be reused. As shown in Figure 7, the key to provide authentication is the pre-shared
password s that is given as input to the token generator G. During a specific time frame,
the same token would be generated. The duration of the time frame can be configured as
convenient through granularity of time ticks: for example, to have a time frame of half a
second, it suffices to round up the time to half a second.

4. Discussion

Active buildings are the vector towards sustainable energy offerings and independence
from carbon based economies. They sustain the wider grid with localised energy exchange that
is key for net zero energy and net zero carbon that aims to reduce emissions by 2030 and and
reach ‘net zero’ around 2050 as outlined by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC); as stated in IPCC’s 2018 report: “Global net human-caused emissions of carbon
dioxide (CO2) would need to fall by about 45 percent from 2010 levels by 2030, reaching ‘net
zero’ around 2050.”, source: https://www.ipcc.ch/2018/10/08/summary-for-policymakers-
of-ipcc-special-report-on-global-warming-of-1-5c-approved-by-governments/ (accessed on
15 May 2022). This vision is shared by many countries and organisations around the globe, as
it is perceived to be the logical movement on investment that will have a long term impact on
the environment.

The novel energy infrastructure offered by active buildings must provide means to
enact effective threat hunting [91], digital forensics and CTI collection, where managers,
analysts, cybersecurity officers and network administrators engage with anomalous be-
haviours to thwart cyber-attacks. The integration with smart features in sensing or tracking
embedded into physical counterparts in the infrastructure will require advanced analysis
mechanisms to cope with unusual surges in demand or abnormal happenstances. In our
view, CTI plays a crucial role, acting as a useful mechanism to append to other protective
mechanisms in place since it provides the context for determining cyber-attacks. Ana-

https://www.ipcc.ch/2018/10/08/summary-for-policymakers-of-ipcc-special-report-on-global-warming-of-1-5c-approved-by-governments/
https://www.ipcc.ch/2018/10/08/summary-for-policymakers-of-ipcc-special-report-on-global-warming-of-1-5c-approved-by-governments/
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lysts use threat data feeds from multiple sources to help them understand and respond to
malicious incursions. CTI is still in its early stages as more mature tools and techniques
are developed and adopted by organisations. It must be used in conjunction with other
techniques such as attack modelling techniques (AMT) [92] where examples are attack
trees or fault tree analysis, co-simulation [93], focus on advanced persistent threats or
load changing attacks [11], threat modelling, or advanced statistical analysis (artificial
intelligence/machine learning) [76,94], to name a few.

As mentioned, governments around the global share a keen interest for devising
incentives for both old and new buildings to increase its ‘smartness’ through sensing and
remote management features to improve the control over a myriad of distributed assets.
Building managers should consider ways of how to adapt to nZEB perspectives and enact
ways to reduce carbon emissions to meet greener commitments outlined by legislation. They
will push for change in the private and public sector by for instance promoting incentives for
customers to purchase equipment and operate as active prosumers in the grid. So, broader
prosumer engagement, dynamic energy pricing and market considerations, utilities, smart
settings, and remote-control capabilities will demand thorough cybersecurity concerns
across the infrastructure. In this sense, nZEB will become an overspread reality given its
advantages. Beyond helping the climate and ease the strain on power grid on critical hours
of the day, “behind-the-meter” generation and intelligent storage and release mechanisms
will promote energy sharing in the grid network, compensating customers accordingly.

As explained here, active buildings are equipped with intelligent control and sens-
ing technologies to support the wider grid by integrating renewable distributed energy
resources to sustain power, heat, telecommunication, and transportation provision. The
major assets of active buildings are renewable energy resources sustained by photovoltaic,
wind turbines, heat pumps, feeding energy into batteries (static and mobile ones in electric
vehicles), to name a few. All these devices are controlled by managerial systems that
timely detect shifts in supply/demand to adapt power accordingly. We address here the
cybersecurity components in place that are required to keep these active buildings as
cyber-physical resilient as possible. Adversaries have a huge attack surface to consider
when willing to compromise it where they may attack not only the physical infrastructure
but also tweak the flexible controls in place. This could increase the chances of relying on
the conventional power grid to meet electricity demand instead of the localised features
offered by active buildings.

In the ever-changing threat landscape and the ubiquitous use of cloud-based architec-
tures in the SG, smart buildings, and almost any CPS with IoT, a few measures should be
taken into account such as:

Sharing issues organisations have reasons for not sharing CTI, i.e., privacy, con-
fidentiality, data related issues and protection. There are clear
advantages on sharing, however, and industry and academia
must discuss advantages and propose new ways of promoting
it, through incentives or showing that protective measures do
enhance overall cyber-defences.

Update obsolescence as the cyber-attack unfolds and gets reported, new venues are
explored by adversaries, so older reporting may become outdated.

Timeliness offer updated indicators of compromise given emergence of new
threats and highly sophisticated cyber-attacks.

Structured formats there is a need for standardised ways of communicating threats,
vulnerabilities, and attacks, also on simplified reporting when
depicting and learning about malicious incursions.

Trustfulness peers exchanging newest attacks in standardised fashion.
Model management cybersecurity officers already have a lot of work deterring cyber-

attackers, and modelling should not hinder their activities or im-
pact their productivity. Instead, it should help them and guide
better analysis and quick responses.
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Cognitive load the magnitude and breadth of data available for analysts could act
as the cause for impairing better judgements, given the number
of new variables to consider. CTI should offer a minimum set of
data points so stakeholders are not overwhelmed by it.

Scalability concerns on emergence of new devices in the infrastructure
and reporting.

Active buildings pose special concerns to stakeholders addressing cybersecurity in
power, telecommunications, and building management. For instance, active buildings could
start as new buildings, where all necessary controls are already in the design. However,
older building managers and customers will observe the gains of changing towards active
propositions. The retrofitting task of converting buildings into active buildings will present
new challenges for protecting and securing customers participating the network.

5. Conclusions

With this work, we explored the possibility of collecting, storing and sharing cyber-
threat intelligence in the context of active buildings, which can be briefly described as
smart buildings capable of distributing energy among connected energy peers through
renewable energy resources. We base our contribution over STIX modelling, a popular
ad-hoc notation for storing and sharing CTI across trustful counterparts. For this work, we
have employed a tool based on STIX called cyberaCTIve [30], that offers two functionalities:
a dashboard visualiser that is clear when managing complex models, as active buildings
require, and a timed event list of model changes for basic forensic analysis. As active
buildings are potential target of cyber-attacks that have serious repercussions to the power
grid (a critical infrastructure), security officers would benefit from using IDS. These systems
could potentially be automated to create feeds that incorporate detected incidents into a
STIX model of an active building. cyberaCTIve does not provide facilities to actually feed
the STIX model. This work provides one viable solution to the problem of timely collecting
real-time feeds for the model by implementing an extension of cyberaCTIve that accepts
(authenticated) feeds from an external system, that can well be an intrusion-detection
system. Having such real-time automated feed is crucial to provide a timely response to
ongoing incidents.

Future Work and Outlook

Modelling efforts cannot hinder the reasoning or the ability of addressing cyber-
attacks quickly, just to strictly follow the standard. Analysts should be able to describe odd
circumstances with as little information as they have at that moment, and only care about
modelling details and its constraints afterwards. In early indications of potential malicious
incursions, very little is known about the attacks. As they unfold and systems gather and
compile more evidence, analysts may append and curate preexisting models with this data
combined with exterior data sources for full contexts.

We developed here a STIX model for active buildings, where users may interact with
the parameters required by the set of STIX Domain Objects (SDO), STIX Relationship
Objects (SRO), or STIX Cyber-observable Objects (SCO). The idea was to enrich active
buildings’ analysis and allow users to perceive the expected requirements for devising
more shareable models to broader audiences. Under these settings, timeliness plays a
crucial factor in cyber-attacks because one should be able to share possible exposure and
vulnerabilities with trusted peers as soon as possible.

We envision adding more features in future versions of the tool such as integrating
cyberaCTIve with the ATT&CK framework’s TTPs and Matrices (provide a static instance of
some STIX elements inspired by it, such as existing Threat Actors or mitigations). We could
also accommodate features for analysts such as time-based analysis and to devise ways of
tracking the ‘life-time’ of families of cyber-attacks (those focusing on specific assets) and
also improving the ‘Model visualizer’ feature. For instance, we could allow the selection of
groups of assets (e.g., all renewable energy resources, or all information systems) and then
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creating empty objects that will be filled out in another moment. Because we expect analysts
to deploy our tool in their workspaces, we will need to review our features proposition
with input from power-based domain experts. In this evaluation they may specify new
streams to look at that are considered essential when inspecting cyber-attacks. Also, we
shall conduct usability testing subjecting users to the tool and inspecting learning curves,
whether expectations were met, and incorporating suggestions to improve the tool.

As new implementation to add to cyberaCTIve, we will consider: (i) increase basic se-
curity by logging actions and movements of users, versioning models and objects, showing
users older versions visually (e.g., font colour fading); (ii) improve the ‘timeline’ feature
and implement the ‘sharing’ CTI feature using actual TAXII servers; (iii) ability to ‘redact’
models and objects before sharing, avoiding unintended disclosure of sensitive data or con-
cerns due to confidentiality issues; iv) implement remaining STIX parameters not tackled by
the current tool version, e.g., cyber-kill-chain, marking definitions, and dictionary;
(v) force users to provide well-formed input for specific types in accordance with the STIX
specification when creating URLs, e-mail addresses, informing (existing/valid) cities or
countries (for instance); (vi) reuse objects from other previously created models; (vii) allow
analysts to operate in different capacities (consulting, analyst, or administrator), across or-
ganisations, where they could share infrastructure details and locations; and (viii) exporting
and importing models to and from the tool.

There are advantages for implementing systems and employing JSON files to map
all objects, types, and vocabularies within the same solution. Now, any changes in the
STIX specification will translate to changes in the JSON files and the system will retain its
basic functionality. The tool we have chosen to model active buildings (cyberaCTIve) offers
interesting features for cybersecurity analysis when modelling any malicious incursions in
networks. It makes easier to understand required/optional parameters to enrich models
and analysis, besides the ability of sharing models. The tool has the potential of easing
analysis and capture relevant cybersecurity incident data combined with other CTI data
sources when documenting most likely attacks in CI.
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Appendix A. Comparison to the Official STIX Visualiser

We briefly demonstrate next the fact that some complex graphs depicting intricate
modelling choices are not well supported by the official STIX visualiser. If the graph shown
in Figure A1 is augmented with a single incursion or small alteration, it would require
even more time to be processed by a security officer. This would clearly hinder timely
interventions to real-time incursions. This is one of the reasons why we opted to use the
tool cyberaCTIve [30].
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Figure A1. Base STIX model for active buildings that is too complex for the official STIX visualiser.
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